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The Highlights

In our first edition of  Crowd Tracks, we look back over the last 
four months in the world of  alcohol. It’s been a busy time for viral
news stories – highlights include a British monastery bankrolled 
by craft beer, and an artisan vodka made with ingredients from 
the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. The dominant brands have
also been anything but quiet. A busy summer of  sport proved
fruitful for organic conversation about Heineken, and Bud Light
revealed a social media savviness when it jumped on the viral
Area 51 news story in the US.

Staying in the States, we also examine the explosion in popularity
of  hard seltzers. In particular, we look at the rise of  White Claw 
and how it’s finding its place in culture with an increasingly 
health-orientated audience. A rapidly growing sub-category, ‘spiked
seltzers’ will be one to watch, particularly in the warmer months.

Meanwhile, in the first of  our two spotlights on emergent trends, 
we look at the growth of  the sober curious movement, including 
the most talked about alcohol free brands over the last 12 months. 
We also explore the conversations driving the trend for sustainable
drinking; unveiling the growth in environmentally-friendly practices
across the production line, including the use of  sustainable
ingredients and zero-waste schemes around the globe.  

It’s been an interesting few months in the alcohol industry.
If  you have any questions about this report – or fancy discussing it 
over a drink – please get in touch. 
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Popular Stories Around The World

Costa Rica recently confiscated 30,000 
bottles of  spirits after 19 people 
died, including ten Americans, from
drinking counterfeit alcohol. Costa Rica
has a big problem with illicit alcohol,
accounting for 19 percent of  total
sales. The International Alliance
For Responsible Drinking found that
Central and South America make
up over half  the countries on the list
of  unregulated alcohol sales.

Controversial, yet highly popular, alcoholic
drink Four Loko has come under
a federal level investigation due to the poor
quality of  its ingredients. Ricardo Padilla,
the official who carried out the investigation,
likened it to pharmacy style drink with
the bare minimum 12 degrees of  alcohol;
meaning it only just scrapes past
commercial standards.

Mexico

costa rica

Sicily’s Birra Messina, the near
-century old beer (it was first
brewed in 1923), is going
back into production following
a five year deal struck with 
Heineken. The rebranded beer
takes on a local narrative 
of  the ports of  Sicily, with
the Cristalli Di Sale version
touting Sicilian salt crystals
in the brew.

italy
Artisan vodka Atomic is one 
of  the first consumer products 
developed in the Chernobyl 
Exclusion Zone in the last 30
years. The drink is ‘no more
radioactive than any other vodka’
because a clean and distilled
base can be made from 
even contaminated grain. The 
producers are hoping to donate 
profits to local communities, 
fostering economic development
in the area. 

ukraine
The craft beer scene is continuing to grow
in the Philippines, with Baler Brewing
Co hosting their first mini-festival. Just 
outside Manila, the country’s craft 
heart, this small festival hosted a range 
of  emerging beer trends, such as New 
England IPAs – a style that became 
popular in the last year via the US.

PHILIPPINES

Qingdao Int’l Beer Festival saw more 
than six million visitors in July, hosting 
an impressive 1,400 types of  beer 
and over 400 cultural and sports events. 
The extravagant celebrations also saw 
300 drones fly in formation to mark
the opening, spelling out words such
as ‘cheers’ and ‘beer drinking’.

china
The only recognised Trappist beer 
brewers in the UK are struggling
to keep up with global demand. 
Following the launch of  Tynt 
Meadow last year, the brand have 
had unexpected success in Belgium
and the Netherlands. The abbott,
Erik Varden, plans to use the profits
to replace a leaky roof  on one part
of  the abbey.

uk
In an effort to reduce their 
environmental impact, Budweiser
has promised to brew their beer 
with 100 percent wind energy 
by 2025 – the first major brand 
to go totally green. They’ve 
made a good start, too; so far 
half  of  the electricity at their 12 
domestic breweries is provided
by renewable sources.

us
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The brands that drove the most conversation & why

Leaderboard
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599.2k mentions

375k mentions

337.4k mentions

302.5k mentions

127k mentions

GUINNESS

HEINEKEN

BUDWISER

SMIRNOFF

BACARDI

As such a globally renowned brand, Guinness’ 
legacy helps to drive a lot of  organic conversation.
The Guinness World Records, for example, still creates
a lot of  noise; the most talked about post features
Cam Newton of  the Carolina Panthers attempting
to break a series of  football records. The video
received 171,000 comments on YouTube and has been
viewed 6.5m times to date. Along with other record
attempts, the brand also got people talking when
it appeared in a popular Guardian obituary
on Bladerunner star Rutger Hauer, who starred
in a series of  Guinness adverts in the 1990s.

GUINNESS

Heineken has successfully gained a lot of  attention
on social media for their continued sponsorship
efforts, particularly with sporting events. They 
often emerge organically in conversations
round rugby, the MLS and Formula 1. Product
wise, their 0.0% lager has also enjoyed increased
attention online (particularly via YouTube)
for being one of  the few globally recognised
alcohol free beers. Similarly, the brand
has also generated an increase in conversation
in China for their sponsorship of  the Qingdao
Int’l Beer Festival.

HEINEKEN

Following the viral story in July about an Area 51 raid 
that led to half  a million people signing up to ‘storm’
the US military base, Bud Light got in on the action
offering free beers to ‘any alien that makes it out’.
Later that day, they even produced a bespoke graphic
they shared on Twitter with an alien-themed Bud
Light can, which received 62,700 likes and over
42,000 comments or shares.

BUD lIGHT
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The most clicked on content

Viral Stories

“How to make blue moscato 
margarita slushies”

Delish
Views: 10.5m

Engagements: 60k reactions, 72k comments
Shares: 122k

Total Estimated Reach: 20.5m
Country: US

Proper Whiskey
Conor McGregor

Engagements: 60k reactions, 72k comments
Shares: 122k

Total Estimated Reach: 20.5m
Country: Northern Ireland

Unicorn Gin
Aldi

Engagements: 3,300 likes
Shares: 3,200

Total Estimated Reach: 377.3k
Country: UK

Malibu’s 60-Ounce Cocktail 
Pouches
Delish

Engagements: 31k reactions, 24k comments
Shares: 31k

Total Estimated Reach: 20.4m
Country: US

Frizeb Alcohol-Optional 
Drinks
Tasty

Engagements: 16k reactions, 1.9k comments
Shares: 9.4k

Total Estimated Reach: 20.4m
Country: US

Snow Beer
Inspi

Engagements: 5,106 likes
Shares: 1,300

Total Estimated Reach: 69.2k 
Country: Japan
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White Claw
The Brand That Got us Talking

One subject dominated the alcohol world in summer
2019: hard seltzers. In the UK and US there were 
at least 106,400 mentions of  the sparkling water
based alcohol drink between July and September,
a 1,325 percent increase on the previous three months.
The majority of  this conversation came from 
America, where one brand appears to have taken
the lion’s share of  attention: White Claw. 

So much so that, in early September, White Claw
fell victim  to its own success when it announced 
a shortage of  its products due to unexpected consumer
demand. Sales of  the drink grew by a whopping 
283 percent to reach $327.7 million dollars
in July compared to the same period last year.
The sales also accounted for just under 55 percent
of  total hard seltzer sales in the US.

While there are at least another half-dozen hard 
seltzers on the market, White Claw has taken the lead 
thanks to its new found, social media driven cult status. 
In recent months, it has risen to meme-level popularity
with lines like ‘ain’t no laws when you’re drinking 
claws’ taking the beverage into frat parties all
over the US.     
 
Amid the growing wellness trend, drinks like White 
Claw offer a healthier alcoholic alternative, with 
the average tall can containing just 100 calories. 
Hard seltzers are likely to compete predominantly
with light beers, as consumers continue to seek 
guilt-free drinks that taste good. With a similar
shift towards healthier alcoholic beverages happening
in Europe, we can expect to see White Claw
and other hard seltzers popping up across
the Atlantic soon.



Emerging Trends

1. Sober Curious  
        0% drinking
      The rise in people experimenting with 
      alternative social spaces and low or no 
      alcohol drinks.

2. Sustainable 
    Drinking  
         Ethical Alcohol
       Seeking transparency in the production 
       of  drinks and ensuring that the environment     
       is accounted for.



Sober Curious
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Driven by the West (but not exclusively), sobriety is having a bit of  a moment.
Tapping into the ever-growing wellness industry, the shift is focused 
on making healthy choices to balance out our indulgences, as opposed
to recovering from addiction. Google searches for ‘alcohol free’ peaked
during January in the UK and are at the highest volume they’ve ever 
been in the US. This coincides with the ‘sober curious’ wave also emanatimg
from the States, which was featured in a number of  news outlets this year.
      
Journalists have taken note of  the growing number of  alcohol free bars 
providing alternative social spaces in the UK and US. The low and no drinks 
sector has been particularly dynamic of  late. Venues such as Listen Bar in New 
York provide regular dry nights for those looking to test the waters, while over 
in London, Redemption represents the capital’s first foray into sober nightlife.
  
To replace traditional alcoholic drinks, new brands are popping up selling
fruit-based shrubs, ‘nosecco’ and ‘near beer’ to an emergent target audience.
Looking at the brand list, Heineken took the majority stake in conversations
in the UK and US with their 0.0% beer prized for its good taste,
while Seedlip lead the way for new alcohol free spirits. The result
of  the shift is a growing acceptance and understanding around the lifestyle; 
an appreciation that you can enjoy yourself  without a tipple. Hashtags such 
as #soberissexy illustrate this gradual shift towards a more inclusive sobriety,
while #mindfuldrinking helps to ground it within the wellness world. 
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Use of the word
‘mocktail’ on Twitter 

increased by 43% over 
the last year in the UK 

and US

In the US, mentions 
of ‘sober curious’ have 

grown by 465% in the last 
six months (Aug 2019)

Sales of low 
and alcohol free beers 
rose by 28% in the year 

to February 2019Most popular drink:
Margarita Mocktail

50/50 gender split 
online conversation

Hashtags:
#soberlife

#heineken00
#soberissexy

#alcoholfreebeer
#mindfuldrinking

#lowalcohol /
 #zeroalcohol

Google searches for ‘alcohol free’ in the last five years Most mentioned brands over the last 
12 months in the UK & US

Sources: Google Trends (pulled  06/08/19), Talkwalker data * (Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. Instagram excluded due to data constraints)

IN THE DATA
Sober Curious
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What are people saying?

Sober Curious

New York has recently seen a spate of  alcohol 
free bars pop up in the city, including the aptly 
named Listening Bar and Getaway in Brooklyn.

Canada is host to a range of  new, alcohol free 
club nights, such as Sober’ry and the LGBTQ 
night Queers Without Beers.

Encouraging messages are helping to push 
the narrative forward on Instagram.

Delish shared an article on a new alcohol
free rosé, Fre. The brand uses a spinning
cone column to keep the wine’s aromas
and flavours at a low temperature 
and removes the alcohol at high ones, 
making it one of  the best 0% rosés yet.

Heineken 0.0% makes a splash in Thailand, 
where there is a growing cultural desire
for moderate alcohol consumption.

Watermelon mocktails made of  aloe vera,
watermelon juice and lime proved popular
this summer in the United States.

In India, NotOut campaign seeks to stop people
mixing drinks (known as Khichdi), while
another Twitter user takes a non-alcoholic
Jamun fruit shot.

London’s first alcohol free bar Redemption 
recently opened in Shoreditch, and quickly 
turned into a tourist hot spot.



Sustainable Drinking
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Sustainability has become an important topic for the alcohol industry, 
with many brands weighing up the costs of  becoming more 
environmentally friendly while still producing en masse for global
audiences. This is largely a reflection of  consumer desire for sustainable
products and transparency in the production line, though there
are many other factors at play too. Among them include eliminating
single use plastics from the supply chain. Choosing locally sourced
ingredients, and repurposing waste products such as casks.
      
In the last year, an array of  eco-conscious alcohol brands have popped 
up, including Ncn’ean Botanical whiskey from Scotland that feeds 
leftover grains to cows and uses waste products as fertiliser. Or there’s
Carlsberg and their ‘snap packs’ instead of  plastic packaging,
or Bombay Sapphire who’ve been praised for their sustainable
policies and biomass boilers. In short, it’s become big business.
      
Looking at the data, sustainable wine is the most spoken about drink
overall, comprising 50 percent of  the total conversation online.
Within this, people and brands discuss the production process,
including which ‘wine grapes’or ‘wine growing’ techniques to use.
      
When we break down the conversation into broader themes, we can 
see the dominance of  discussion around production and ingredients. 
This shows a greater interest in the way drinks are made and what goes
into them, accounting for over 50 percent of  the conversation. 
Distributionis also a growing concern, with many casting a keen eye 
over the sustainable side of  importing and exporting, as well
as conversation around zero waste and recyclable alcoholic drinks 
and ingredients, accounting for 21 percent of  the conversation.
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Conversation around 
sustainable drinks has 

seen a 40% total growth on 
previous 12 months (Sept 

2018-19)

Sustainable 
gin +98%

Sustainable 
beer +45%

Sustainable 
wine +39%

iN THE DATA

Sustainable Drinking

News and Twitter mentions of sustainable drinks 
in the UK & US (Sept 2016 - Oct 2019)

Top Themes (one word), Oct 2018 - Oct 2019)

Topic Wheel*, UK & US
 (Oct 2018 - Oct 2019 vs. Oct 2017 - Oct 2018)

Sources: Talkwalker data  (Twitter, News, blogs and YouTube) * Topics contain conversations that are not necessarily mutually exclusive and comprised of  multiple key words (available on request)

Growth in the last 12 months
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What are people saying?

Sustainable Drinking

In Israel, a woman celebrates the festival 
of  Sukkot with an image next to a sustainable
vineyard with the hashtag #zerowaste.

Refillable or recyclable bottle schemes
are gaining traction worldwide. These bottles
in Oregon, for example, can be used up 
to 25 times, saving energy on recycling.

In California, a non profit start-up advertises
their sustainable gin company with 
biodegradable corks.

A student team in Malaysia produced a 
sustainable wheat beer called The Altruist using
carbon offsetting techniques, locally sourced 
ingredients and compostable packaging.

An article entitled ‘Sustainable cocktails - are you going too far?’ alludes to the dangers of  sustainable
cocktails trying to regain a premium image when using old or recycled ingredients.

Sustainable cocktail-sipping through metal
straws in a Malaysian bar.

A craft brewery have created an edible ring 
holder for their six-pack beers. The holders
are made of  barley and wheat remnants from 
the brewing process and are 100 percent
biodegradable and safe for marine life.
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At Crowd DNA, we’re constantly tracking conversations online across 
a range of  categories. This allows us to stay on top of  what’s going 
on and identify dominant and emergent trends all around the world. 
We capture conversation and imagery around occasions, behaviours 
and brands in order to get a holistic understanding of  what’s
new in any particular category.

Our wider cultural expertise spanning semiotics and trends gives us a head
start on what the interesting category developments are and where to look
first. This also helps us understand how they relate to broader cultural
shifts happening around the globe. We then explore these individually
across all the major social media platforms, pulling out data-driven
insights to add colour to the trends.

While each report covers a four month period, we often go back further 
to add more historical context to data points and cultural developments.
     
Each social platform has different data privacy and sharing conditions, 
which means the datasets we have access to are incredibly varied. Twitter,
for example, allows full access to conversation data, while Instagram 
and Facebook are more private with heavy restrictions. Additionally, 
by nature  of  Twitter’s popularity in the US and other Western markets, 
the data is likely skewed towards brands and campaigns present in these 
markets. In the creation of  each report, we always endeavour
to take these nuances into consideration and provide as truthful
a reflection of  the conversations as possible. 

How We Worked It Out
methodology

1.2m+ 
alcohol-related posts 

across all major social 
media platforms

974.5k+ 
authors

54k+ 
unique sites



Social Listening At Crowd DNA

Thanks for reading

We regularly use social data at Crowd DNA to deliver audience, category and brand insights. We run 
bespoke trackers for brands helping them stay on the pulse, as well as more in-depth reports tailored 

to various business challenges. 

Social listening also helps add richness to our other research tools spanning qual, quant and semiotics. 
As a methodology, it’s an agile and efficient way of  answering research objectives, able to add value at any 

stage of  the project. It can also be combined with a different datasets, including Google Analytics 
and internal sales data, allowing us to cross compare a variety of  influencing factors. 

If  you’d like to discuss how social listening could help your business, please get in touch for more informtion. 
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